
The Archery Trade Association
will put a coupon book worth thou-
sands of dollars into the hands of
retailers attending the 2010 ATA Trade
Show in Columbus, Ohio.

Unlike past Trade Show discount
programs, the coupon books –
dubbed Big Buck Tags by the ATA –
won’t be limited to those who win.
Instead, each retail shop will receive
one coupon book, and each individ-
ual buyer or retailer will receive one
coupon book, at show registration. 

“When we looked at the numbers,
the potential value of the Big Buck
Tags was considerable,” said Kurt
Bassuener of Mike Wieck Sales.
Bassuener also serves as the Trade
Show’s committee chair on the ATA

Board of Directors. If half the Trade
Show’s exhibitors participate in the
coupon book and commit to that
same $25 coupon, each retailer would
have Big Buck Tags totaling $5,000 to
use. 

The coupon book is designed to
address exhibitor and retailer
demands highlighted in a 2009 Trade
Show survey. The survey confirmed
distance, fuel costs and airfare were
important factors for retailers in
determining whether to attend.
Discounts in the coupon books could
easily offset travel costs for many
retailers. 

The survey confirmed retailers
were highly motivated to attend the
show to save money on product. In

fact, 68 percent of retailers attending
the 2009 show identified this reason
as very important. In contrast, only 19
percent attended to enjoy Trade Show
evening and social events. Because of
these findings, the ATA Board has dis-
continued the Great Giveaway, which
featured drawings, dinner and enter-
tainment. It’s expanding discounts by
replacing previous programs like Real
Deal and Dealer Bucks with the more
inclusive and generous Big Buck Tags. 

For exhibitors, the cost is $50,
which pays for the ATA to design
each company’s coupon featuring its
unique logo. The ATA is handling the
costs of cover designs, printing and
production. For more information,
call Kurt Weber at (717) 858-2451.  
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800-555-2856
www.specialtyarch.com

technical@specialtyarch.com
PO Box 877, Spencer, Iowa 51301 

Bodoodle is Back
Specialty Archery, LLC is the proud
new owner of the Bodoodle rest
line, now made in the same facility
as our scopes, peeps & stabilizers.

Bodoodle rests like the Pro Lite
support a shaft on slick, stainless
steel fins carried on a cradle that
pivots down at the shot to smooth
the launch and provide better
fletching clearance.

Contact Specialty Archery for infor-
mation on all the 2010 Bodoodle
styles for hunting and competition. 860-873-8625

www.brownellarchery.com
sharon@brownellco.com

423 E. Haddam-Moodus Rd
Moodus, CT, 06469 

Simply the Best
Xcel 

Bowstring Material
Unmatched stability and amazing
speed in a combination material,
offering an extremely soft and
quiet shot. 1/3 Vectran, 2/3 HMPE

The diameter is .014 and it comes
in 15 solid colors and 5 tri colors.

Xcel is manufactured in the USA by
Brownell, with over 50 years of 
providing bowstring and serving
material to the archery industry.

ATA will Award Big Buck Tags

Circle 235 for Bear Archery
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INTRODUCING THE

FROM BEAR ARCHERY.
In a cold tree stand, when the time 

comes, you want to draw down on a 

beast – not draw back a beast.

That’s why we developed the ATTACK:

to meet a demand for killer speed – 

without shoulder-separating draw, and 

without mule-kicking hand shock.

It’s ALL KILLER, NO COMPROMISE.  

It’s the E-Cam and Max Pre-Load Limbs – 

lab-tuned components that were  

tested, and retested, in the woods to

deliver a new level of efficiency.

It’s the PERFECT KILLER.

Killer speed without compromise.

Only from Bear Archery.

GET YOUR HANDS ON
THE NEW BEAR ATTACK 
AT A DEALER NEAR YOU.

OR VISIT:
BEARARCHERYPRODUCTS.COM
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no Compromise

FROOM BEAR ARCCHERY
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www.buckcountryproducts.com
Phone: 262-334-3000

Fax: 262-334-6222
PO Box 835, West Bend, WI 53095

ZAP! Scent is Gone
The MICRO AGGRESSOR, from Oxy
Elim-A-ScentTM is the smallest and
most powerful battery operated
electronic scent eliminator. The
new, low cost OXY Elim-A-ScentTM

product line destroys scent, odors,
mold, mildew, germs and bacteria
that attach themselves to camo
clothing and hunting gear. These
compact units naturally and quickly
oxidize and eliminate the chemicals
that cause scent and odors, down to
their very molecular level.

Mathews, Inc.
919 River Road, Sparta, WI 54656

Ph. 608-269-2728
www.mathewsinc.com

new 
from Mathews
Matt McPherson designed the new
Passion as a stylish bow that would
fit ladies perfectly. The mass bow
weight is just 3.6 pounds, draw
weight choices range from 30 to 70
pounds, and the Passion is a trim
29-3/4 inches, axle to axle.

Draw length options go down to
22.5 inches, while the chic color
choices include Pink, Teal or Camo.

320-679-2843
www.prostring.com

email wes@prostring.com
42080 Davenport St NE, Braham, MN 55061 

ProString Bonus
String sets from ProString come
with a neat bonus, an installation
kit that includes color-matched
string loop and peep serving.
ProString has all the BCY colors,
offers premium Halo serving and
ships orders in 1 or 2 business days.

Call ProString today and find out
why more and more retailers rely
on us to build their bowstrings.

Alaska Bowhunting Supply,
Carbon Tech, and Win&Win Archery
have joined forces!  Although these
three companies will remain
autonomous, they’re combining their
talents, research and development
resources, as well as their manufac-
turing facilities in a cooperative effort
to produce and deliver superior
archery products to the world.

Alaska Bowhunting Supply, well
known for their tough GrizzlyStik
tapered carbon arrows and their pre-
mium single bevel broadheads, are
experts in the really big game
bowhunting segment of the industry.
Carbon Tech, owned by world cham-
pion and Olympian Rick McKinney,
builds some of the most exacting car-
bon arrows for bowhunters and
Olympic archers alike.  Win&Win
Archery, owned by Kyung-Rae Park, a
world renowned coach (he developed
the Korean coaches program that has

been so dominant in Olympic archery
for the past 30 years) is an expert in
precision bow manufacturing, and
renowned for utilizing carbon in risers
and ultra high-performance limbs.

According to Garrett Schlief, VP of
Sales and Marketing for Alaska
Bowhunting Supply, “As far as we
know, nothing like this has ever been
done before. By sharing our knowl-

edge and areas of expertise freely,
we’re able to create better products as
a team than we would have been able
to individually.”  

Their new product lines will
launch simultaneously at the ATA
convention in Columbus, Ohio this
coming January 13-15.  Stop by booth
numbers 539 and 543 and visit with all
three.

Three Manufacturers Teaming Up

Altus Brands, LLC spokesman Charles Ricci announced the hiring of The
Dolph Company. as its manufacturer’s representative to handle the compa-
ny’s sales for the far west and mountain states. “Smart, hard workers is a term
I like to use and with this group of dedicated professionals I know that is
exactly what we will be getting from everyone in the The Dolph Company.
They have a proven track record and solid work ethic that we feel will be an
asset to helping our brands gain market share in their area.”

The Altus Brands portfolio includes the Pro Ears line of electronic and
passive hearing protection/amplification products, the BenchMaster line of
Rifle Rests and the CrossFire Firearm and Archery Slings, Concealer Bug Hats
and Rifleman Brand Hearing protection. Reach Dolph at (208) 235-5217.

Dolph Reps to Handle Altus
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TAG YOUR SAVINGS

Every retail shop attending the 2010 ATA Trade Show will receive 

one new Big Buck Tags coupon book worth up to $5,000 in 

show-only discounts.These deals can easily offset travel expenses,

making the trip to the industry’s largest show a must.

WWW.ARCHERYTRADE.ORG

JANUARY 13-15, 2010

Greater Columbus Convention Center – Columbus, Ohio
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Pink
Adventure

Although not set to
launch until 2010,
the new OMP Pink
Adventure is now in
stock for the 2009
Holiday Season. The
Pink Adventure is
currently available in
48" and 62" models
with both right and
left hand options
available.

OMP Products are
available through
the following
archery distributors:

Ellett Brothers    H&H Archery Supply
Jake's Archery    Kinsey's Archery
Pape’s                    Or visit us online at

OctoberMountainProducts.com

F.A.S.T. Squares
Fletched Arrows
The F.A.S.T. arrow squaring tool
works on fletched or un-fletched
shafts to square the ends before
installing nocks and inserts. Drop
the shaft in the notch and rotate
against replaceable adhesive disk.

Use F.A.S.T. in your pro shop and
sell it to arrow-building customers.
It improves accuracy and guaran-
tees reliable Lumenok function.

The Burt Coyote Company
309-358-1602

www.lumenok.net
104 N Union St, Yates City, IL 61572 

Planning to attend the ATA show
this year?  If you are an archery dealer,
stop by the Paradox Products booth
(#1952) to purchase one of 250
BowSling pre-packs.  With each pre-
pack comes one free raffle ticket for an
eight day archery safari to Nyalarus
Game Farm in South Africa.  The total
value of the hunt is $10,000.  The win-
ner and a guest will receive:

Round-trip tickets on South African
Airways from Dulles International
Airport in Washington, DC to O.R.
Tambo International Airport in
Johannesburg, South Africa

All ground transportation in South
Africa

Private chalet lodging, meals,
drinks and laundry services

Professional hunter fees
Trophy fees for four animals includ-

ing impala, blesbok, zebra and kudu 
This “for registered dealers only”

drawing works as follows:

Each BowSling pre-pack (MSRP
value of $220) contains 15 of Paradox
Products’ best-selling BowSlings and
one new, limited edition BowSling
Exotics to which is attached your raffle
ticket.  Buy a pre-pack for $100 (plus
shipping) and receive the BowSling
Exotic at the show.  Then fill out the
ticket and drop your entry in the
drawing box at the Paradox Products
booth.  The winning ticket will be
drawn at 2 p.m. on Friday, January 15,
the last day of the ATA Show. You need
not be present to win.

Buy more than one pre-pack to
increase your chances of going on
safari.  The prize for the winning
ticket will be awarded to the dealer-
ship listed on the ticket.  If you are
not a Paradox Products dealer with
an open account, your pre-pack
order must be paid in full at the
show.  ARRO members purchasing
pre-packs will be billed directly, not

through the ARRO office.
“This drawing is a great chance

for someone who has been dreaming
of archery hunting in South Africa, but
can’t find the time, money or compan-
ions to go,” says Chuck Pella, owner of
Paradox Products. “Nyalarus Game
Farm Owners Nicholas and Anita De
Klerk operate a high-quality archery-
only game farm that is perfect for the
first-time visitor.  The casual atmos-
phere and comfortable surroundings
provide a great place to start your love
affair with this beautiful country.”

When asked why a South Africa
hunt giveaway, Pella explains “I’ve
been fortunate to visit South Africa
several times.  When I try to explain
what great experiences I’ve had, even
to close friends, I wind up saying they
must go and see for themselves.
Nicholas and Anita are old friends and
we are really excited about promoting
Paradox Products through this

Paradox to Send Dealer to Africa 
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Nyalarus hunt.  To enter our drawing,
a dealer must buy only a few of the
most popular bow slings on the mar-
ket.  It’s a win-win.”

The De Klerks and Professional

Hunter Theo Marias
will be in the
Paradox Products
booth to answer
questions about the
farm and the hunt.
The winning dealer,
his/her guest and
select Paradox
Products staff will
make up the first
international group
to archery hunt at
Nyalarus Game
Farm.  “Everyone
involved is excited
about this opportu-
nity and we can’t
wait to see who
wins,” says Pella.

“Remember . . .
there are 250 pre-
packs and, there-
fore, only 250

chances to win.  So, put the Paradox
Products (Booth #1952) on your list at
the ATA Show.  See you there and good
luck!” Pella said.

Hallmark Cutlery
866-583-3912 or fax 865-588-0425
Email info@ hallmarkcutlery.com

P.O. Box 220, Kodak, TN 37764

Kissing Crane Lockback
Whittler - 
Tobbacco Bone

This 3-Blade Lockback Whittler 
features genuine Tobbacco bone
handle scales with the distinctive
Kissing Crane shield, polished 
nickel silver bolsters and pins and
solid brass liners. Blades are 440
stainless steel.

The design features a unique
enhancement for the pattern—a
locking main clip blade—measur-
ing 2-3/4”, the second blade is a
pen blade, and the third blade is a
whittler. When closed, the knife
measures 4-1/16”. MSRP is $44.49
for this model KC6331BR.

Ryterra 
509-529-2554   www.rytera.com

3134 W Highway 12
Walla Walla, WA 99362

Even at first glance,
you can tell this bow is
different... The Alien-X is
lighter, faster, and qui-
eter than any other bow
in its class… Wait, there
is nothing else in its
class! The Alien’s
uniquely engineered
bridging makes it
more resistant to
shot vibration and
flexing.

The new Alien-X comes 
standard with new 5 layer laminated
limbs, super quick and adjustable
Hybrix Cams, CCS, STS, Double Helix
Elite Strings and the lightest riser
that’s ever landed!

The new  Alien-X, Light Years Ahead!

Introducing 
The New
Alien X

BULLET ARCHERY is proud to pre-
sent the ONE and ONLY crossbow
E-Z COCKER/UNCOCKERTM in the
world for archers. It allows for cock-
ing and uncocking the crossbow
without physically overpowering it.
It can be set up with one hand if
necessary. Made in the USA and
fits most major crossbows.

Chuck Pella took this 58 inch kudu in June of 2009, with the aid
of Professional Hunter Theo Marais, right. Theo will be at the
ATA show this January to talk to retailers about the opportuni-
ties at Nyalarus Farm in South Africa.
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Axion Archery has been selected
to provide sights for accessory pack-
ages that will be offered with 2010
Mission bows. Mission Archery, Inc.,
one of the fastest growing companies
in the industry, provides retailers
high-quality bows for a value-driven
archery consumer. The bows are
designed and manufactured by
Mathews, Inc. of Sparta, Wisconsin.
Dave Potts, the Axion Archery
National Sales Manager, told
ArrowTrade that having Axion sights
in two out of three Mission accessory
packages will be a huge boost for the
young company, given the rapid
growth of the Mission  brand.

Axion Archery was launched in
2008 using sights designed jointly by
Potts and Bahram Khoshnood of
Impact Archery, one of the pioneers
in the fiber optic sight business. Potts
heads the Axion Archery line and
handles sales and marketing out of
New Philadelphia, Ohio, while manu-

facturing takes place at a plant in
Alpharetta, Georgia. 

Potts had 10 years of experience
as an Ohio pro shop owner and said
that has helped guide the policies
and products for the Axion Archery
brand. The line is not offered to cata-
logs or box stores. All the sights are
designed to fit either left or right
hand, minimizing the inventory
headaches. That includes bolting in
the levels so they can be switched
over when the guards are reversed.
The sights are all American made and
are designed to retail between $49
and $139 dollars. Except for the
fibers, Potts said they come with a
lifetime guarantee.

Mathews was a very important
brand at his Trails End Sports pro
shop, Potts said, so he approached
Mathews about becoming a licensee.
The 2009 Axion Archery line offered
some models with the snap-on
Spider Claw extension also used for

the ArrowWeb quivers from
Mathews. Axion also purchased
Harmonic Dampers and the right to
finish selected sights in the Lost
Camo pattern. 

In August, Potts met with Matt
McPherson, CEO and founder of
both Mathews, Inc. and Mission and
Jon Dumars, Director of Mission
Sales and Marketing,  to show them
new sights that Dumars chose for the
accessory packages.

The sights will carry both the
Mission and Axion Archery logos. For
the entry-level, BASIC package Axion
Archery will provide an X-tra sight
that uses three pins individually
wrapped with a fiber optic. The light-
weight sight uses a glass-filled nylon
aperture and a direct mount. It will be
exclusive to Mission so it is not avail-
able through other Axion Archery
retailers. 

For the top-end Pro Hunter pack-
age Axion Archery offered Mission

Parker Crossbows, Inc.
800-707-8149 

www.ParkerBows.com 
PO Box 105, Mint Spring, VA 24463 

It’s All About

Performance
The RED HOT™ High Velocity
Crossbow Arrow is engineered for
crossbows shooting arrows over 300
feet per second. The 100% carbon
construction makes the shaft super
durable, while maintaining straight-
ness tolerances.

Featuring the patented Buff Tuff™
built in weight forward system, and
the innovative 51 grain Hevi-Hit
insert, the RED HOT™ arrow has an
optimum Front of Center (F.O.C.)
balance point for superior accuracy
and penetration.

Complete with new Fusion vanes and
Mag-Nocks, the RED HOT™ arrow is
perfect for today’s High Performance
crossbows. Contact Parker today to
purchase your RED HOT™ arrows.

Ethics Archery, 704-276-3401
www.ethicsarchery.com

2664 Sam Houser Rd
Vale, NC 28168

Spinning Insert
The spinning insert is the latest
advancement in arrow technology.
Get better penetration and accura-
cy along with a quicker, quieter,
cleaner kill.

With the spinning insert there is 
no indexing and it will accept any
broadhead. With less wind planing
you get tighter groups. With the
rotation of the broadhead the
arrow can take the easiest path
through the animal.

Try the spinning insert today.

Axion to Gain Sales with Mission Archery, Inc.
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the Simplex 5 pin sight that will carry
the Mission and Axion logos. The
Simplex 5 pin sight comes standard
with a rheostat light and level. The
offset extension is reversible to pro-
vide additional mounting options for
height adjustment, and to fit right or
left hand shooters.

Mission doesn’t pre-mount its
accessories, preferring that work, and
the profit that can be generated by
the labor, be done in the pro shop
itself. It has the accessories shipped
to it in bulk from its vendor partners,
then packages them on a single
shrink wrap card that fits inside the
bow boxes.

Dumars said “it makes sense for
Mission to partner with some of its
licensed vendors for the accessory
kits, rather than developing acces-
sories of its own.”  For instance,
Truglo is providing stabilizers for all
three kits, and the sight for the mid-
priced Bowhunter package. New
Archery Products will provide the rest
on the Basic package in 2010.
Dumars said Paradox Products braids
the slings that come with each pack-

age. For quivers, you’ll find a black
Grayling 4-arrow quiver in the Basic
Package, an Alpine Bear Claw Quiver
dipped in the Max-4 pattern on the
Bowhunter Package, and a Mission
M-5 Quiver built by Mathews on the
Pro Hunter Package. Mission gives its
dealers a choice of two Mathews rests
on the top-end Pro Hunter package,
one fixed, the other a drop-away.

Due to a demand increase for its
bows, Mission has become a major
customer for these vendors. Dumars
said about one quarter of the bows
are being shipped with accessory
packages, and sales for Mission have
more than doubled this year over last.
“We experienced incredible growth.
The product that was released last fall
really put Mission on the map.”

Mission has had great success
this year because many Mathews
retailers who were on the fence about
the brand made the decision to get
behind it. In this industry bows at
these price points typically end up
being carried by the box stores, so
Dumars said there was understand-
able skepticism about the Mission

promise to limit them to full service
archery retailers. In fact, only existing
Mathews retailers are eligible to carry
the Mission bows, and all new
Mathews retailers are required to.
After seeing the 2009 products and
some of the advertising that would
bring in customers to ask for them,
Dumars said a lot of existing
Mathews retailers made the decision
to add the Mission brand this year. 

Mathews and Mission retailers
can see the entire line of bows and
accessories, including the Axion
sights on the web at www.missionar-
chery.com, as well as at the upcom-
ing Mathews Retailer Business Show
December 7-9 at the Chula Vista
Resort in Wisconsin Dells, Wisconsin.
You can get more information at
www.retailershow.com or by calling
Mathews, Inc. at (608) 269-2728.

Axion Archery will be one of the
exhibitors at that show. In addition to
new sights the firm will be unveiling
new stabilizers that utilize Mathews
Harmonic Dampening technology.

Sanlida Crossbow
www.chinacrossbow.com
Phone: +86-391-3921111

Fax: +86-391-3215555
chinacrossbow@yahoo.com.cn

Similar? NO, Better
Sanlida Crossbow is a new brand
from a proven crossbow and bow
manufacturer based in China.
We have great R&D technology,
precise machining, fine finishing &
break-through limb technology.

After much research and quality
enhancements, we introduced
hunting recurves in the 2009
Chace-Star series. The 2010 models
promise to be better than ever.

Contact us to receive products and
service beyond your expectations.

3Rivers Archery
P.O. Box 517, Ashley, IN 46705

(260)587-1006 Fax (888)329-9872
3RiversArchery.com

The new Woodsman
TM

Elite features
solid one-piece construction,
machined from tool-grade steel.
The Elite is coated with advanced
pure Teflon® for the deepest pene-
tration. The Woodsman

TM

Elite spins
true every time and has excellent
edge retention with 50 Rockwell.
Redesigned with a pyramid tip for
unsurpassed strength.

Proudly made in the USA, the
Woodsman

TM

Elite is backed by a
Lifetime Guarantee.

- Quantity price breaks available -
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Editor’s Note: Bruce Ryan of the
Ryan Outdoors Agency offers this
summary of a writer’s hunt that
took place October 15-21 in Alzada,
Montana.

The Montana Antelope hunt
sponsored by ATSKO, Grim Reaper

Broadheads, Darton Archery, and
Ryan Outdoors resulted in six ante-
lope tagged, and several missed
opportunities by everyone. I regret
that our good friend Robert Hoague
didn’t have more time to hunt.
Robert arrived a day late to camp

due to airline delays, and spent the
first few days playing catch-up. His
extra effort resulted in great hunt
coverage on his website, but certain-
ly limited his hunting time. 

The Outfitter, Trophies West pro-
vided a great camp setting, and
64,000 acres of prime antelope habi-
tat. The guides Steve Bishop and
Collin Cottrell were very helpful and
full of antelope know-how. I would
not hesitate to refer them for anyone
interested in a high percentage ante-
lope hunt in Montana. More info at
www.trophieswest.com 

I enjoyed the spot and stalk
opportunities that this ranch creat-
ed. I felt my ASAT camo played an
important role in getting so close to
feeding or bedded goats, and in the
eventual 30 yard shot I ended getting
to close the deal. 

In order for my ASAT to work to
perfection it is very important to me
to keep my clothing U-V free and

HECSLLC.COM OR  541-575-HECS

YOU THE ADVANTAGE AGAINST THE ANIMALS 
KNOWN 6TH SENSE. VISIT OUR WEB SITE OR CALL US 

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION.

INTRODUCES A NEW 
SCIENTIFICALLY 

PROVEN HUNTING SUIT 
THAT GIVES

HECS - MAKERS OF 6TH SENSE 
APPAREL™ &

ENERGY CLOAK FABRIC™

New 100 Pack Bags Full Length From Trueflight 
Trueflight Mfg. Co., world-wide supplier of high quality archery arrow
feathers is now supplying their popular Full Length Commercial Grade
feathers in 100 count display bags. The color printed bags are  pre-
punched for pegboard display and feature a convenient re-useable
zip lock top.

Trueflight supplies full length and die cut feathers in bulk boxes or
100 pack bags in a total of 32 different colors and patterns, including
6 exclusive, super eye catching "Bright Stripes" patterns.

All Trueflight Feathers are Made in the USA, under strict USDA, OSHA,
EPA, and Department of Labor wage and hour laws.

For more information contact Trueflight Feathers
P.O. Box 1000, Manitowish  Waters, WI 54545 
call 715-543-8451  or visit www.trueflightfeathers.com

Ryan Clients Host Writers in MT

From left to right this is Guide Steve Bishop, Jay Liechty, Rich Cercone, Robert Hoague,
Jason Allen, Collin Cottrell, Bruce Ryan, Matt Bateman, Mike Jordan, Gary Sefton, Glen
Halter, and Justin Lowery.

800-745-8190
www.applearchery.com

60 Leigh Drive, York, PA 17406

Apple Eliminator
Pro-Line Press
A new, full service bow press for
every compound bow design
available, including crossbows.

Rapid, easy and versatile setup.

Utilizes limb tip and limb post
compression.

Synchronous arm movement for
equal compression.

Mounts on a stand or bench.

Superior functionality at a 
competitive price.
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Scent free when hunting any game
animals. I use nothing but ATSKO
Sports-Wash detergent and N-O-Dor
Scent Elimination spray. 

Everyone in camp used Grim
Reaper Broadheads, and once again
the “Watch ‘em Drop” slogan proved
correct. As a group we recovered
every animal shot and the majority
within 50-70 yards. In shooting on
the open terrain, and dealing with
the wind, the superior flight perfor-
mance of the Grim Reaper broad-

heads was much appreciated.
For anyone planning this type of

hunt, it is important to have the right
equipment set-up, which may be a
little different from your normal
whitetail treestand set-up.

My Darton Archery 3500  and the
superior speed it produced was a
great flat shooter, and proved very
forgiving in the windy conditions we
experienced. It’s a great light weight
bow to carry around all day in open
country and just plain fun to shoot. I
was shooting 62 pounds at 28 inches
and was using Carbon Impact
arrows with 125 grain Grim Reaper
RazorTips for total arrow weight of
365 grains.

I really enjoy the change of pace
hunting that antelope provide and
can’t wait until next year to do it
again. For a guy that spends so much
time in dense forest, sitting in tree-
stands, the wide open antelope
country feels as if you have just been
let out of jail. Give it a try and see if
you don’t become a Speed Goat
Junkie like me.

New Precision Fletching Jig
Fletches Vanes or Feathers

The easiest most convenient jig ever!
Fully adjustable and easy to use, the new

877-566-4269
info@KustomKingArchery.com

KustomKingArchery.com

Call or Email Today!

360˚ Chair™
IS HERE!  

Bruce Ryan and his buck.

DEER & TURKEY EXPOS
. . . Unbeatable face-to-face marketing!
• Face-to-face contact COMPLETES and ENHANCES

all other marketing and advertising efforts.
• Reach 100,000 potential customers & word-of-

mouth sales ambassadors!

MANUFACTURERS...
• Introduce your new products

at FREE new-product 
display area

• Build your brand name and
brand loyalty

• Build new markets; increase
your market share 

• Sign up and sell to dealers

NEW PRODUCTS SPECIAL DISPLAY
free to manufacturer-exhibitors

1-800-324-3337  www.deerinfo.com

2010 HUNTING HEARTLAND

TRADESHOW FRIDAY
• 2pm-9pm dealers & public
• Dealer reservations – go to 

www.deerinfo.com & click
on Tradeshow Friday

• All dealers invited
• New dealer seminars

See our website for exhibiting & advertising
info, floor plans, attendee demographics

LANSING, MI
MICHIGAN

Deer & Turkey Spectacular
February 12-14, 2010

BLOOMINGTON, IL
ILLINOIS

Deer & Turkey Classic
February 26-28, 2010

COLUMBUS, OH
OHIO 

Deer & Turkey Expo
March 19-21, 2010

MADISON, WI
WISCONSIN 

Deer & Turkey Expo
April 9-11, 2010
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On October 8-11, 2009 the first
National Archery in the Schools
Program (NASP) World Tournament
was conducted at the Disney’s Wide
World of Sports Jostens Center. NASP
expected up to 2,000 participants
from the program’s elementary, mid-
dle and high schools.  

The National Archery in the
Schools Program invited teams from
the United States, Canada, Australia,
New Zealand and South Africa to
compete in the first world NASP
archery tournament.  Teams and
individuals who qualified for the
2009 NASP National Tournament
held in May 2009 in Louisville,
Kentucky are eligible to participate
at the World Tournament.  

Those teams that qualified for
the 2009 NASP National Tournament
or placed first in their state could
send from 12-24 participants four of
whom must be the opposite gender.
Elementary  school teams with a

score of 2500, Middle school teams
with a score of 2600, and High school
teams with a score of 2700 and any
individuals who were on a team that
qualified in their state or provincial
tournament were eligible.

Disney World provided a special
“NASP World Tournament Package”
for participants, families and fans.
Each shooter also received a com-
memorative T-shirt.

80cm NASP Target
Maple Leaf Press introduces a target 
made especially for the NASP Program. 
The target is an 80cm 10-ring with a 
lightly indicated inner 10 tie breaker 
ring. The target has scoring numbers 
from 10 to 1 going out from the center 
on both horizontal and vertical lines 
making it easier for the participants to 
score the targets. The initial printing 
is being offered in tag weight with a 
possible Waterproof/Extremely Tear 
Resistant version available in the future. 

For more information contact
Doug Patterson at 616-846-8844,

Maple Leaf Press, Inc.
 1215 S. Beechtree Street,
Grand Haven, MI 49417
or mlpress1@aol.com.

Disney World Site of NASP Tourney

Dorge O’some Huang, head of Firenock, reports that Randy Hendrix
was shooting his lighted nocks when he won the Buckmasters World
Indoor Championship on Sunday, August 16. Hendrix is a regular competi-
tor in the demanding event and took first place in one of the two qualifiers,
but has never come out on top in the Top Bow Indoor World
Championship conducted in conjunction with the annual Buckmasters
Expo. The tournament is shot in the Montgomery, Alabama convention
center and involves head-to-head competition where the archers shoot a
new target layout each round. The targets consist of both stationary and
moving 3D animals and they pop up for a limited number of seconds.
Lighting is sometimes difficult, just as it is in hunting situations.

Hendrix bought the Orange S Nocks fired by the Red LED and had just a
few days to practice with them before the tournament. “I am glad somebody
understands Firenocks are not just for hunting,” Huang commented. 

Randy Hendrix Wins 
Buckmasters with Firenock
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New Look ... Same Great Glue
The Instant Arrow Glue from Pine Ridge Archery has become
the only glue many dealers will use for fletching and inserts.

Why? Because it holds stronger, dries faster and costs less
than most glues on the market. 50% less than some! So even
though the bottle has a fresh look, the glue archery dealers
trust is still the same! 

Go to pineridgearchery.com for a demo video that shows
how strong our glue really is.

Toll-Free: 877-746-7434     Website: www.pineridgearchery.com
E-Mail: archery@dubro.com P.O. Box 310 Wauconda, IL 60084

One Press Does It All When It’s A

Handles conventional bows,
parallel, beyond parallel and
crossbows. 16 to 43 inches! 

C.W. Erickson’s Mfg., LLC     763-682-3665    Fax 763-682-4328   archerhunter.com

Grim Reapers Grow!
Optional expander cups raise the
angle of the blades on Grim Reaper
broadheads, creating more cutting
diameter. This increases the cut of
the popular 100 grain RazorTip
from 1- 3/8” to over 1-1/2” and on
the 1-3/4” RazorTip to a whopping
2”, as shown above right.

That flexibility along with the cut-
on-contact, Trocrazor Tip and the
patented Maxx-Edge SS blades
guarantees that the Grim Reaper
Razortip is the best mechanical
broadhead money can buy. Screw
one on today and  “WATCH’EM
DROP “   For more information call
us at 877-474-6732 or visit
www.grimreaperbroadheads.com

Wisconsin’s Gary Drinkman is
getting help from some well-known
midwestern whitetailers in launch-
ing a new Fatal Attraction deer feed.
Rob Evans, Myles Keller and Brian

Quaca are helping to promote the
product and are pictured on the
front of the 10 and 20 pound bags.

Drinkman’s background is with
Herdsman Feeds, a livestock feed
business his father started in
Connorsville, Wisconsin. He said
one of their clients is a large deer
farm that raises breeding stock and it
needed feed that was both nutritious
and that could spur good antler
growth. The combination of natural
seeds, vitamins and minerals worked
so well Drinkman decided to launch
a new brand, True North Outdoors,
so he could market a Fatal Attraction
deer feed for hunters.

Compared to other deer feeds on
the market, Fatal Attraction is mini-
mally processed and doesn’t contain
high amounts of fat or protein, both
of which can cause problems if deer

consume too much of it. “There’s no
gimmicks, powder or pellets in our
feed,” Drinkman said. “There is a
guaranteed analysis on the package
back and a photo of the whole grains
inside. We use black oil sunflowers,
roasted soybeans, whole corn, and
oats. There’s molasses, vitamins,
minerals and an attractant flavoring.
I figure as long as you’re going to
feed deer, you might as well feed
them something that’s beneficial.”

Fatal Attraction can be shipped
most economically in pallet boxes
that double as display cases. Half of
the shipment is 10 pound bags, the
other half 20 pound bags. A portion
of the sales proceeds are being dedi-
cated to the Hunt For A Cure cancer
research. If you’d like more informa-
tion or pricing details, call (715) 781-
1753 or write the firm at E1353 State
Rd 64, Boyceville, WI 54725.

Midwesterners Launch Fatal Attraction Feed

The back of the Fatal Attraction package
has full ingredient details. Continued on page 90
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The BULL-PAC is Better Built
The BULL-PAC has become known as the most durable
pack frame on the market through field tests published
in a number of respected hunting magazines. It is also
a comfortable pack that comes with an unlimited life-
time guarantee, a guarantee made by a family owned
and operated company in Idaho.

The BULL-PAC is the last pack a hunter will have to buy,
the one piece of equipment he will not have to worry
about, because it will not fail.

Contact BULL-PACS at 208 798 3299
Mail PO Box 1903, Lewiston, Idaho 83501
See our products on-line at www.bullpacs.com

Delta Apparel has entered into a
new licensing agreement with Jordan
Outdoor Enterprises, Ltd. to be the
exclusive marketer and producer of
Realtree Girl and Realtree Outfitters
casual apparel and headwear. These
collections will be sold through a wide
range of distribution channels includ-
ing outdoor retailers, sporting goods
stores and department stores.  

Robert W. Humphreys, Chairman
& Chief Executive Officer of Delta

Apparel, Inc., commented, "We are
eager to partner with Realtree on this
exciting new venture. Realtree is the
leading brand in camouflage patterns
and we believe this agreement repre-
sents the ideal vehicle for our entrée
into the outdoor marketplace."

"For many years, all of us at
Realtree have worked diligently to
bring value to the Team Realtree,
Realtree Outfitters and Realtree Girl
brands," said Realtree Founder and

President Bill Jordan. "Now we look
forward to working closely with Delta
Apparel as their team delivers these
casual lifestyle brands to a larger and
broader market. Realtree will contin-
ue to develop the world's most effec-
tive camouflage patterns, including
our fashion camo colors,.”

Delta Apparel to Make Realtree Casual Clothing

Kowa Launches the “Take a Test Drive Challenge”
A 2009 “Take a Test Drive Challenge” is available at
getkowagreen.com from September 15, 2009 until
March 15, 2010. The participants may register for a
chance to win a pair of new Genesis 33 binoculars.
The site offers your customers the opportunity to
compare the Genesis 33 and Genesis 44 binoculars
simultaneously on the important features like weight,
field of view, magnification, and price.

A $100 dollar rebate will be offered with the purchase
of the Genesis 33, a $150 rebate is available on the
purchase of Genesis 44 binoculars.

Kowa Optimed    800-966-5692    www.kowa-usa.com or www.getkowagreen.com

S&P Advanced Carbon Line

S&P Scents is now the
source for these powerful
carbon-based scent killers.
Hunters can shower with our
S&P Carbon Bar Soap, then
smooth on their choice of After
Shower Powder or Shower Gel.
Our carbon-enhanced clothes
wash leaves odor-killing carbon
in the clothing. The 32 ounce
S&P Advanced Carbon Spray is
a patented formula that’s great
for clothing, boots and gear.
Order direct or from Pape’s.

8281 Deer Dr, Hennepin, IL 61327
877-314-0043  www.spdeerscents.com

S&P Advanced Carbon Line

Continued from page 33

Field Logic
Promotes Two
Field Logic, the maker of the

Block, the GlenDel Buck and the
Rage expandable broadheads,
announced the promotion of Mike
Weinkauf to the position of execu-
tive vice president and CMO, effec-
tive this August.  Weinkauf assumes
supervision in the areas of sales,
marketing and product manage-
ment for all facets of strengthening
the core brands of Field Logic: Rage,
Block, GlenDel and Black Hole.
Weinkauf will work closely with the
new COO Jeff Engstrom, but will
continue to report directly to Field
Logic President Larry Pulkrabek.

The company also announced
the promotion of Jim Held to media
planner. In this new position, Held
will be responsible for evaluating
and placing print, broadcast and
internet advertising opportunities.
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FULLY ADJUSTABLE
3-TRACK HYBRID CAM
FULLY ADJUSTABLE  
3-TRACK HYBRID CAM
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Light Years 
AheaD

The Alien-X
    has landed!
The Alien-X
    has landed!

HIGHEST QUALITY 
BCY BOWSTRINGS

FULLY ADJUSTABLE 
CAM SYSTEM 
DRAW LENGTHS 
(27” TO 30”)

Light Years 
AheaD

PREPARE FOR
THE ABDUCTION!
 VISIT RYTERA.COM

PREPARE FOR
THE ABDUCTION!
 VISIT RYTERA.COM

HIGHEST QUALITY 
BCY BOWSTRINGS

FULLY ADJUSTABLE 
CAM SYSTEM 
DRAW LENGTHS 
(27” TO 30”)

STS 

CCS

CHECK OUT ARCHERYTALK.COM! 
THE LARGEST ARCHERY SITE ON THE NET!
CHECK OUT ARCHERYTALK.COM! 
THE LARGEST ARCHERY SITE ON THE 

Available With:
     Hybrix Cam 

(Dual cam)
           Tranz cam
             (Single cam)

Available With:
     Hybrix Cam 

(Dual cam)
           Tranz cam
             (Single cam)

STS 

CCS

Circle 216 on Response Card
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